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The axial piston pump is an important industrial power element, and its performance directly affects the operation of the system. However, owing to its complex structure and harsh operational environment, the actual operational performance of the axial piston pump is difficult to be assessed accurately, which makes ensuring the normal operation of the hydraulic system difficult. To improve the evaluation method for an axial piston pump, a comprehensive performance evaluation system was proposed based on analytic hierarchy process (AHP), which could assess the performance of an axial piston pump on the basis of theoretical analysis, test, operator interaction, and application. Considering a model of load-sensitive axial piston pump with good operability as an example, the model development and simulation of the pump were carried out based on AMESim and the pump was tested using a developed performance test bed for axial piston pump. The weights of factors in the evaluation system were determined on the basis of the simulation results, analyses, and calculation. The above results were used to comprehensively analyze the tested pump and design a set of comprehensive performance evaluation software. The evaluation result was nearly identical to the actual usage, which verified the feasibility of the designed evaluation system.

1. Introduction

Axial piston pumps are widely used in industrial production as important power elements, and the performance of the pump directly affects the working condition of the hydraulic system. Therefore, it is important to accurately assess the working performance of the axial piston pump. Considering the complexity of the structure of the axial piston pump and the types of fault that could occur in it, as a kind of multiobjective analysis method, the AHP can satisfy the requirements of performance assessment and failure prediction for the pump. Yang et al. proposed a multiparameter evaluation method for oil pump unit, which used Failure Mode and Effect Analysis to select the evaluation indexes, AHP to calculate the weights of the indexes, and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to assess the state of the pump unit [1]. Lin et al. proposed a failure prediction method for pump in aircraft based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and AHP [2]. In addition to the AHP, some researchers proposed performance evaluation methods employing other approaches. Bei et al. presented a method for assessing the performance and diagnosing the faults of hydraulic pumps, based on the wavelet packet transform and self-organizing mapping neural network [3]. Selvakumar J. et al. determined the key parts of centrifugal pump and analyzed the reliability by mathematical modeling and FEM analyses [4]. Xiaochuang Tao et al. introduced a method to evaluate the performance and diagnose the fault of rotating equipment based on the Fisher discriminant analysis and Mahalanobis distance [5]. By using proposing assessment methods, Ding et al. collected and processed the vibration signal of hydraulic pumps to monitor their working condition in real time and diagnose the faults of the pumps [6, 7]. Most of these studies aimed at the operating state and fault diagnosis of hydraulic pumps, but only a few proposed comprehensive and systematic assessment schemes for the working performance of hydraulic pumps, or even special assessment methods for the axial piston pumps.

A systematic evaluation scheme should be based on theoretical analysis. At present, the relevant studies are usually focused on building mathematical models and simulating the
structural influence on axial piston pumps using simulation software. Cui et al. simulated a load sensing variable pump and proposed a structure optimization scheme to reduce the response time and enhance its dynamic performance [8]. Alessandro Roccatello et al. carried out the cosimulation of a variable displacement axial piston pump using AMESim and ADAMS, and compared the simulation and experiment results [9]. Zhang et al. used the virtual prototype technology to develop the 3D virtual model of an axial piston pump and analyzed the flow ripple, pressure ripple, motion principle, and stress of the middle shaft and piston [10]. Xu et al. studied axial piston pumps using the radial micromotion and pressure distribution in combination with a numerical simulation model and the flow pulsation under steady and transit states; they also proposed a new pressure distribution method to decrease the pulsation of flow rate and torque and improve the volumetric efficiency [11–14]. However, no existing study has evaluated the structure of an axial piston pump with a comparative simulation concerning the influences of various structure parameters on the pump performance.

Owing to the influence of the machining accuracy and error in production processes, the actual performance of a piston pump is quite deviated from the theoretical simulation results, which makes the development of a corresponding performance test bed and test scheme necessary. Guo et al. designed and built a hydraulic pump reliability test bed that could predict the service life of the pump and optimized the sampling period of the reliability test [15]. Wang et al. proposed a new test method for the working characteristic of hydraulic pumps, which could predict the performance parameters of the tested pump using the developed mathematical model and obtain the service performance with a small number of test data [16]. Some researchers developed corresponding test equipment on the basis of simulations to study the performance of piston pumps and the influence of partial structure on overall pump performance [17, 18]. It can thus be concluded that only few studies have reported on the test scheme for the performance of axial piston pumps and the design of the corresponding test bed. During the actual operation process, the performance of axial piston pump is significantly influenced by the working environment and human factor, which makes it necessary to study the performance test scheme of axial piston pumps.

To overcome the knowledge gap in existing, an evaluation model for the comprehensive performance of axial piston pump was established based on the AHP by considering the structure, performance test, and practical operation of the pump. In Section 2, the performance evaluation system of the axial piston pump was described. In the rest of the paper, the analysis of the parts of the system was described considering a certain type of axial piston pump. The influences of different structures on the pump performance were compared by simulation and were described in Section 3. In Section 4, the use of the performance test bed for the selected pump was detailed. In Section 5, on the basis of the analysis and test data presented in Sections 3 and 4, the performance assessment conducted for the chosen pump using the evaluation system by calculation and analysis was described. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Evaluation Model of Comprehensive Performance

AHP is a multiobjective decision analysis method that combines qualitative and quantitative analyses. The principle of AHP is to categorize all the influence factors of a complex issue into interconnected and ordered levels according to relevance, compare and judge the importance degrees of the factors among the same layer, calculate the weights of factors using a matrix, and finally obtain the comprehensive analysis model.

In this study, the comprehensive performance of an axial piston pump was considered the goal level. Based on the research and analyses concerning the design of the structure, production, test, and operation process of the selected model of a load-sensitive axial piston pump that has good operability, the structure parameters, results of ex-work tests, technical support and working condition, and technical level of operators were considered first-grade evaluation indexes, and every index contained several second-grade indexes.

The structure parameters directly influence the performance of an axial piston pump. These influences were obtained by simulation with hydraulic simulation software AMESim. The flow coefficient of the pump in steady-state operation under different simulation conditions was calculated using the flow pulsation formula (1) [19].

\[
\delta_Q = \frac{Q_{\text{max}} - Q_{\text{min}}}{Q_{\text{max}}} \tag{1}
\]

where \(\delta_Q\) is the flow pulsation and \(Q_{\text{max}}\) and \(Q_{\text{min}}\) denote the maximum and minimum flow rates in steady condition, respectively. The structural evaluation criterion was delimited by analyzing the theoretical working performance. Because of the errors in an actual production process, a hydraulic test bed was designed and built, and an ex-work test was conducted with the considered pump to determine its actual performance. The actual operational environment was also researched and analyzed to evaluate the influences of working conditions and human factors on the pump performance in actual operation.

Based on the hierarchical evaluation model shown in Figure 1, the importance degrees of factors among the same layer were measured by using the relative scale presented in Table 1 [20] to construct the judgment matrixes for each level.

To ensure that the results of the AHP are reasonable, the consistency of the obtained judgment matrix should be verified by calculating the consistency ratio CR

\[
CR = \frac{CI}{RI} \tag{2}
\]

where the consistency index \(CI = (\lambda_{\text{max}} - n)/(n - 1)\), in which \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) is the largest eigenvalue and \(n\) is the matrix size; the average random consistency RI was acquired by relative table lookup [20]. The matrix consistency is acceptable if CR does not exceed 0.1; otherwise, the judgment matrix should be revised and improved.

If the matrix passed the consistency check, normalization processing of the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
Table 1: Relative scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numerical rating</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Equally preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moderately preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Strongly preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Very strongly preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Extremely preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4,6,8</td>
<td>The assessment falls between two levels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where \( S = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_i X_j \right) \cdot \beta_j \) (3)

3. Theoretical and Simulation Analyses Based on AMESim

The simulation of the axial piston pump was carried out using AMESim and the simulation results were compared and analyzed to determine the influences of the structural parameters on the pump performance. The analysis results were used to define the scoring methods and standards for the factors of the first-grade index “structure parameter.”

3.1. Simulation Model of Axial Piston Pump. A load-sensitive axial piston pump works in the following manner: the pistons reciprocate in the cylinder and the swash plate angle changes with different loads to change the volume of the piston cylinder; thus, the output flow can be changed with load demand. The working principle of a load-sensitive pump is shown in Figure 2 [21].

According to the mechanism of the load-sensitive pump, a simulation model including seven pistons was built using AMESim, and it is shown in Figure 3. The main components and structures are marked in the lower right. Models (a)-(c) were chosen from the axial piston pump library and (d)-(e) were developed using primarily the components from the HCD library.

The working parameters were set according to the tested pump to simulate the influence of important structural parameters on the pump performance. For the pump model, the rated speed was 1800r/min, the rated pressure was 25 MPa, and the rated displacement was 180mL/r. Because the
number of components used in the simulation model was large and some parameters were used in the calculation, several global parameters were used for some components. The main global parameters in the model are listed in Table 2.

### 3.2. Influences of Structural Parameters on Working Performance

The main structural parameters discussed in this paper include the number of pistons, outlet volume of pump, spring stiffness of locating cylinder, and the radial leakage clearance between the piston and the hole in cylinder. By default, the number of pistons was 7, outlet volume was 15 cm³, spring stiffness was 10 N/mm, and leakage clearance was 0.03 mm. In the comparison simulations, only the studied structure or parameter was changed while others remained constant.

#### 3.2.1. Influence of Number of Pistons

Six types of piston pump models with 6-11 pistons, respectively, were built. To eliminate the influence of nonessential factors on the flow, the main structural parameters were kept invariant besides the number of piston and the rated flow of each pump was set as 324 L/min. The models were simulated and the output flows are shown in Figure 4. The pulsation rates of the models were calculated according to formula (1) with the steady-output flow data and are shown in Figure 5. The overshoot of each output flow was calculated as

\[ M_p = \frac{Q_{ex} - Q_{av}}{Q_{av}} \]  

and these are shown in Figure 6. In the formula, \( M_p \) is the overshoot of flow rate, \( Q_{ex} \) is the extremum flow in the initial stage, and \( Q_{av} \) is the average flow. The simulation results show that (1) the flow pulsation rate tended to decrease with the increase in the number of pistons, which meant that a large number of pistons contributed to flow stability; (2) when the number of pistons was large, the slope of the pulsation curve decreased, indicating that the number of pistons had less influence on flow pulsation. Comparing the simulation result of each group, the piston pumps reached steady state at approximately 0.04 s and the change in the number of pistons had little influence on the time required for stabilization. As seen from Figure 6, the increase in the piston number of pistons led to the approximate linear growth of the overshoot, which increased the hydraulic impact of the pump and shortened the service life.

#### 3.2.2. Influence of Outlet Volume

With other parameters set to their default values, the models with outlet volume of 5 cm³, 10 cm³, 15 cm³, and 20 cm³ were simulated, and the output flow curve of the pumps is shown in Figure 7. The flow pulsation rates calculated with formula (1) were 0.01296, 0.073, 0.0502, and 0.0382 when the outlet volumes were 5 cm³, 10 cm³, 15 cm³, and 20 cm³, respectively. The simulation results showed that increasing the outlet volume of piston pump could effectively reduce the flow pulsation. When the outlet volume increased from 5 cm³ to 20 cm³, the settling time increased from approximately 0.2 s to 0.5 s.

#### 3.2.3. Influence of Spring Stiffness

The spring stiffness of the locating cylinder was set as 10 N/mm, 25 N/mm, 35 N/mm, and 40 N/mm, and the corresponding models were simulated. The output flow curves of models with different spring stiffness and the corresponding flow pulsation rates are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. It can be seen from the figures that when the spring stiffness was less than 25 N/mm, the change in spring stiffness only slightly affected the average value of flow rate, but with the decrease in spring stiffness, the response time, overshoot, and pulsation rate decreased. However, with the increase in the spring stiffness, the pump output flow decreased noticeably compared to the rated flow and the flow pulsation rate and settling time increased; therefore, the spring stiffness should not be too large.

#### 3.2.4. Influence of Clearance Leakage

With a small radial leakage clearance between the piston and the hole in cylinder, the difference between the compared simulations was not obvious. Therefore, the leakage clearance was set as 0.1 mm, 0.12 mm, 0.14 mm, and 0.16 mm, and the flow rate curves obtained by calculation corresponding to the different leakage clearance and flow pulsation rates are shown in

---

**Table 2: Main global parameters.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>radial position of the pump piston</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clearance on piston diameter</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diameter of piston</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inner diameter of the servo cylinder</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swash plate angle</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures 10 and 11. The figures indicate that, with the increase in the clearance leakage, the flow overshoot reduced and the flow rate did so as well slightly. Excessive clearance led to the decrease in the flow rate and increase in the flow pulsation rate, which seriously impacted the working performance of the piston pump.

4. Performance Testing of Piston Pump

4.1. Design and Development of the Hydraulic System of Test Bed. Based on the investigation concerning the performance of the axial piston pump, the hydraulic test bed was required to complete the tests, no-load test, efficiency test, full-load test, overload test, and impact test, and collect the relevant data. In accordance with the Chinese National Test Standard JB/T 7043-2006, the hydraulic system of test bed was designed as shown in Figure 12:

1-tested axial piston pump; 2,20-motor; 3-hydraulic motor; 4,12,13,19,26-stop valve; 5,33-pressure sensor; 6,17,34-temperature sensor; 7,8,22-relief valve; 9,28-check valve; 10,16-flowmeter; 11-cooler 14-electrical ball valve; 15,23,24-filter; 18-oil tank; 21-pump; 25-recycle tank for leaked oil; 27-vacuum sensor; 29-electromagnetic directional valve; 30-electromagnetic proportional pressure valve; 31-torque and speed sensor; 32-liquid level sensor; 35-particle counter.

The hydraulic oil was sucked into tested pump 1 through stop valve 19. The outgoing high-pressure oil was split into two parts after check valve 28: one part went through the cartridge valve, while the other drove hydraulic motor 3 via stop valve 4; therefore, the high-pressure energy from the pump could be recycled as the input power of motor 2 to reduce the system energy loss. Components 5, 6, and 10 were used to detect the pressure, flow rate, and temperature at the pump outlet in real time. Components 7, 8, 29, and 30 constituted the loading unit. The main relief valve 7 was set at the maximum system pressure, manual loading could be applied by the combined use of valves 7 and 8, the impact test could be completed using the left and median positions of directional valve 27 cycle operation, and proportional loading could be performed using the right position of valve 27. Components 11, 12, 13, 14, 33, and 34 composed the oil temperature detection and cooling device. With stop valve 12 closed and valve 14 conducted, cold water passed through electromagnetic valve 14 and plate cooler 11 to cool the system return oil. Components 20–24
constituted the recovery system for dirty and leaked oil. All the leaked oil was collected in the lowest recovery tank 25 and flowed into tank 18 after coarse and fine filtering. Flowmeter 16 was installed at the drainage port to detect the flow leakage in real time. Vacuum sensor 27 was used to detect the vacuum of the pump inlet. The adsorption area of the pump was restricted by adjusting the opening of stop valve 19.

In order to improve the accuracy of the test data, a set of electronically controlled data acquisition system was adopted on the test bed. The signal required to be collected fell into digital and analog signals. After AD conversion, the analog signal could be displayed using the secondary instrument. The associated software system could collect signals such as those pertaining to flow rate and pressure using the ADAM acquisition module and could display the result curves. For safety purposes, the entire test bed was placed in a closed environment. The bottom of the test bed was interconnected to collect the leaked oil from the entire system into the oil tank, which ensured oil supply. The data acquisition interface and test bed are shown in Figure 13.

4.2. Performance Test Results. The performance test was carried out for the selected model of the piston pump with the built test bed. Owing to length limitation, only some main tests and relevant data are presented in this paper. To obtain the actual performance of the tested pump before use, the considered piston pump was of the same model and production batch as the chosen pump and unused to avoid the influence of actual operation on the pump performance.

For the tested pump, the rated speed was 1800 r/min, the rated pressure was 25 MPa, and the rated displacement was 180 mL/r.

(1) No-Load Test. The test data of different time points from the no-load test is listed in Table 3. The data shows that the tested no-load value can satisfy the test requirement. Because the pump was constantly adjusting pressure during the movement process, the no-load displacement varied accordingly and a little suction might have occurred.

(2) Overload Test. Under the condition of the rated speed, 125% of the rated pressure, and the oil temperature at the
Table 3: Data of no-load test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Numerical results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation time (s)</td>
<td>30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed (r/min)</td>
<td>1805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque (N\cdot m)</td>
<td>107.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure at inlet (KPa)</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure at outlet (MPa)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output flow (L/min)</td>
<td>327.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual displacement (mL/r)</td>
<td>181.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature at outlet (°C)</td>
<td>57.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) Efficiency Test. With the rated speed, the data relevant to total efficiency and volumetric efficiency were measured when the pump outlet pressure was kept at 25%, 40%, 55%, 70%, 80%, and 100% of the rated pressure. The characteristic curves of the variation in total efficiency and volumetric efficiency with pressure are shown in Figure 15. With the increase in mechanical efficiency, the total efficiency increased with increasing pressure. Owing to the leakage loss and residual volume loss, the volumetric efficiency decreased with increasing pressure and finally stabilized at approximately 95.5%. The test results met the test criteria.

(4) Impact Test. Under the condition of the rated speed, rated pressure, and 40% of rated power, the impact test was carried out with the impact wave set as test requirements. The obtained test curve is shown in Figure 16. In the test, the high and low pressures loaded on the tested pump were 27 MPa and 0.5 MPa, respectively, and the duration of the high-pressure phase was approximately three-fifths of the impact cycle. The test process and results met the requirements.

(5) Full-Load Test. With the rated speed, rated outlet pressure, and maximum displacement, the tested pump was operated continuously. Owing to the large amount of data, the resultant curve was smoothed and is shown in Figure 17. As seen from the figure, the outlet pressure of the tested pump reached its maximum value at the beginning of operation, then the pressure and the slope of curve decreased gradually with oscillation until the pressure was stable at approximately 25.5 MPa and normal working conditions were reached.

The hydraulic test bed can also be utilized for the condition of noise, high-pressure, and other performance test item and met the requirements of the hydraulic pump test.

5. Analyses of Comprehensive Evaluation for Working Performance

Based on the proposed comprehensive performance evaluation system of the axial piston pump (see Figure 1) in Section 2, the relative scales of evaluation indexes in every level were determined according to a discussion with related experts and seasoned operators concerning the weight and relative importance of the influence factors. The relative scale determination of the factors of structural parameters was based on the judgment of their extent of influence on the pump performance according to the simulation results and
analyses presented in Section 3. The relative scales of each level are listed in Table 4.

The judgment matrixes corresponding to each level were obtained from the relative scales in Table 4 and solved using the square root method. The corresponding largest eigenvalues were $\lambda_P = 4.1256$, $\lambda_{A1} = 4.2534$, $\lambda_{A2} = 5.1869$, $\lambda_{A3} = 4.1569$, and $\lambda_{A4} = 4.1076$. The consistency ratios of the judgment matrixes were calculated with formula (2) as follows: $CR_P = 0.0471$, $CR_{A1} = 0.0949$, $CR_{A2} = 0.0417$, $CR_{A3} = 0.0588$, and $CR_{A4} = 0.0403$; all the values were less than 0.1. The result of the consistency check indicated that the obtained matrixes were acceptable, and the weights calculated from the matrixes were feasible.

The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue was processed by normalization to obtain the weights of the factors:

$P = [0.5796, 0.2553, 0.1105, 0.0546]$, $A1 = [0.1297, 0.5093, 0.0925, 0.2685]$, $A2 = [0.0617, 0.0617, 0.1149, 0.4612, 0.2975]$, $A3 = [0.152, 0.0834, 0.5086, 0.256]$.  

---

**Figure 7:** Time-flow curves with different outlet volume.

**Figure 8:** Time-flow curves with different spring stiffness.
Table 4: Relative scales of each level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
<th>A4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>B3</td>
<td>B4</td>
<td>B5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B3</td>
<td>B4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>B4</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B10  | B11 | B12 | B13 | B14 | B15 | B16 | B17 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>B14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B15</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B16</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A4 = \{0.5383, 0.2562, 0.1235, 0.082\}.

After the weight calculation, using the comprehensive performance of the tested pump as the goal, the single item scores of the factors in each level were calculated.

For the factors of the first-grades A1 and A2, the ideal conditions, marking criteria, and calculation formulas were required to be determined, and the item scores were calculated using the actual structure and test results of the tested pump. Considering the “no-load test” as an example, the Chinese National Standard stipulates that the no-load displacement of the tested pump should be in the range of 95-110%V when the nominal displacement is within 67-400 mL/r. If the displacement cannot meet this standard, the score is 0. When the standard is reached, the lower limit 95%V corresponded to a score of 60 and the upper limit 110%V corresponded to a score of 100. The three groups of test result corresponding to different periods during stable operation
Figure 12: Hydraulic test system.

Figure 13: Data acquisition interface and site photos: (a) data acquisition interface and (b) and (c) site photos.

were averaged as the primary test result, and the score was calculated according to

\[ S = \frac{V' - V}{V - V' - 95\%} \times 40 + 60 \]  

(5)

where \( S \) is the item score, \( V' \) is the test displacement, and \( V \) is the nominal displacement. The item score of the no-load test of the tested pump was 76.1.

Because a large amount of relevant data could not be obtained, the factors of “technical support and working condition” were determined by qualitative and quantitative processing steps. The service and maintenance conditions of the tested pump were obtained by a survey of the application site. The item scores were marked by the professors and experts in the field and on the operation site.

To determine the scores of factors of the “technical level of operators,” the educational background, professional title, and working status of the staff from design and production were recorded. The above information was quantized and weighted averaged to acquire the item scores. For instance, the factor of “technical level” was determined mainly according to the professional titles of the working group, in which professor corresponded to a score of 100, associate professor corresponded to a score of 90, intermediate title corresponded to a score of 80, primary title corresponded to a score of 70, and no title corresponded to a score of 60. The personnel condition was quantized, and the scores were weighted averaged to obtain the item score.

To simplify the calculation process, a set of software was developed based on C# for analyzing and evaluating the comprehensive performance of the axial piston pump. The interface of software and the evaluation results of the tested pump are shown in Figure 18. The relevant nominal parameters of the tested axial piston pump, the judgment matrixes of
each level, and the marking criterion and calculation formula of factors were embedded in the software, which reduced the complex calculation process. For the indexes A1 and A2, users were required to input the relevant structural parameters and test results of the tested pump and the software calculated each item score automatically; for the indexes of A3 and A4, the item scores were required to be input directly after analysis owing to the unfixed calculation method and quantity of input. The software system could calculate the weighted scores of the indexes and the entire system and obtain the performance rating of the tested pump. The functions of modifying the nominal parameters of the tested pump, redistributing the calculating weights, clearing the data in table, and saving the scores and evaluation result could be accomplished using different buttons on the interface.

6. Conclusions

The theoretic simulation demonstrated that, in order to improve the performance of an axial piston pump, (1) the number of pistons should not be too small, but a pump with too many pistons has a large overshoot, which could cause impacts and vibration; (2) the increase in outlet volume could increase the operation stability but too large volume
can prolong the settling time; (3) when the spring stiffness of the locating cylinder was too small, the increased overshoot may result in hydraulic impact; however, an excessively large stiffness may cause a decrease in flow rate and lack of stability; (4) the leakage clearance significantly influenced the performance of the piston pump, and the machining precision should be improved to reduce the clearance. The ex-work test was conducted for the tested pump using the designed and built test bed. The test results showed that the test bed can satisfy the test requirements of axial piston pump performance and collect accurate performance test results.

Based on the designed evaluation system for comprehensive performance, the tested pump was analyzed with the results from simulation and testing and the investigation from the application site, and an evaluation software was developed to simplify the process of analyzing and calculating. The evaluation result was basically identical to the actual usage, which showed that the system can evaluate the performance of a piston pump comprehensively and objectively.

In this study, an evaluation system for the comprehensive performance of an axial piston pump was developed based on AHP, which had an actual guiding significance to the structure design, production, and field application of the axial piston pump. In actual application, the evaluation system should be adjusted corresponding to the model of the tested pump and specific requirements to obtain accurate evaluation results.

Data Availability

The results of simulation, performance test, and calculation are shown in the figures of the article; therefore, the data used to support the findings of this study are included within the article.
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